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Materials used for both cards:
Collectables: COL1400 (Eline’s Dinosaurs), Die cut and embossing machine, Text stamps: CS1066 (Super-mega-kei-onwijs), Pretty 
Papers design paper A4-pad, double-sided: PK9175 (Rainbow), Card: Florence texture, different shades, Acryl stamping block, Gel 
pen: white, Brush

Marleen van der Most
handmadebymarleen.blogspot.com

Extra needed for his card:
Craftables: CR1538 (Slimline 
Banners), Creatables: LR0626 
(Congrats & Balloon), Distress 
Ink: peacock feathers, Ink 
pad: StaZon jet black, Pretty 
Papers design paper A4-pad, 
double-sided: PK7059 (Autumn 
Whispers), Card: white, Hemp 
cord: white, 1 mm, Washi tape: 
black and white, Watercolour 
paint: emerald green

Materials:
Collectables: COL1400 (Eline’s 
Dinosaurs), Craftables: CR1464 
(Marleen’s Greenery, tuft of 
grass used), CR1498 (Bunny 
by Marleen, egg used), CR1538 
(Slimline Banners), Creatables: 
LR0541 (Palm Trees), LR0722 
(Gate Folding Jungle), Die 
cut and embossing machine, 
Text stamps: CS1066 (Super-
mega-kei-onwijs), Stamps+dies 
set: CS1058 (Banners by 
Marleen), Ink pad: Archival jet 
black, Craft stencil: PS8045 
(Mountains by Marleen), 
Pretty Papers design paper 
pads: PB7059 (Eline’s Autumn 
Whisper, A4, double-sided, 
plain orange used), PK9176 

(De Natuur in by Marleen), Papicolor card: Recycled kraft: grey 
(322), orange (325) and green (328), Original: raven black 
(901), light pink (923) and pearly white (930), Card: ochre 
yellow, Rhinestones: CA3154 (bronze), Acryl stamping block, 
Circle cutter, Gel pen: white

Cut a white 21 x 21 cm card and fold in half.
Die cut the largest and one but largest frame from white card. 
Use a small brush to apply splashes of watercolour paint onto 
the small frame.
Take a 5 cm high strip of coloured card and use the one but 
largest frame to die cut a strip for the bottom of the card. Create 
a decorative border with washi tape.
Adhere all layers together and stamp a text in black.
Die cut the dinosaur and three balloons from design paper. Work 
the balloons with distress ink. Attach hemp cord to the balloons 
and complete the card as per example given.

Cut a pearly white 21 x 10 cm single-fold card.
Die cut the largest Slimline frame from light yellow design paper 
with dots, plain green design paper and green kraft. Tear off the 
green kraft at 8 cm from the bottom and the green design paper 
at 6 cm from the bottom.
Die cut the jungle leaves from plain dark green design paper. 
Adhere the layers together with the jungle leaves in between 
and then adhere to the card. Attention: only apply tape on the 
strip at the bottom, not behind the leaves. The volcano will be 
placed behind later.
Draw the outermost lines of the largest mountain of the craft 
stencil onto grey kraft and the “snow” (=lava) onto orange 
kraft. Cut out, adhere together and then cut off the top of the 
mountain. Now it looks like a volcano.
Cut a 5 cm Ø circle from plain light orange design paper and 
adhere. Adhere the volcano partially on top and place both 
behind the jungle leaves. Cut off excess paper. Die cut the palm 
tree and adhere in front of the volcano with 3D-tape.
Die cut three dinosaurs from different colours, assemble, and 
adhere with 3D-tape.
Die cut a tuft of grass and a dinosaur egg and adhere.
Die cut two banners, stamp a text, and adhere.
Complete the volcano with rhinestones. 



Anja Zom
anjazomkaartenblog.blogspot.nl
 
Materials used for all cards:
Die cut and embossing machine, Text stamps: CS1086 (Handgeschreven-Feest)

Extra needed for this card:
Collectables: COL1424 (Build-
a-tree), Craftables: CR1434 
(Punch die-Bows), CR1551 
(Big Tag), Creatables: LR0427 
(Tiny’s Wedding), LR0720 
(Tiny’s Romantic Gazebo), 
LR0721 (Tiny’s Pigeons), 
LR0724 (Street Lantern), 
Ink pad Archival: jet black, 
Colouring medium: Zig clean 

color real brush pens: black (010), orange (70), vanilla (073), 
light beige (074), mid grey (096), Papicolor card Original: pearly 
white (930), Vaessen Florence card: aqua (056), iguana (064), 
hazelnut (093), Decoration paper: CA3127 (silver), Hemp cord: 
white, Rhinestones: CA3154 (bronze), Tulle: white

Cut a 15 x 15 cm white single-fold card and adhere a 14.5 x 
14.5 cm green card.
Die cut a small white tag and cut off 2.5 cm from the bottom. 
Die cut the rectangle (cut off 2.5 cm too) and reinforcement 
circle from plain design paper. Adhere to the tag and stamp a 
text.
Cut 14 x 14 cm design paper and adhere to the card, leaving 
space for the tag to be tucked in.
Die cut two trees and assemble. Die cut and emboss the gazebo, 
bridal couple and pigeons from white card. Die cut the bows 
from white card and plain design paper, add rhinestones.
Die cut and emboss two street lanterns from silver-coloured 
decoration paper.
Colour in the bridal couple and the pigeons. Adhere to the card.
Make a bow of tulle and tie together with a double thread of 
hemp cord. Tie hemp cord through the tag too.

Extra needed for this card:
Craftables: CR1483 (Trees 
by Marleen), Creatables: 
LR0500 (Moon), LR0493 
(Horizon Snowy Mountains), 
Text stamps: EC0189 (Eline’s 
Animals), Distress Ink: stormy 
sky, Ink pad: VersaMark 
transparent, Embossing 
powder: opaque bright white, 
super fine (WOW!), Glow in the 

dark, Pretty Papers design paper A4-pad, double-sided: PK7059 
(Autumn Whispers), Card: light grey, dark grey, black, light 
yellow, dark green, light green, white, Heat tool, Washi tape: 
black and white, Watercolour paint: silver metallic

Cut a 13 x 13 cm white single-fold card.
Cut a smaller card from dark grey design paper. Create a starry 
sky by making splashes with a small brush and watercolour 
paint.
Die cut a light yellow moon and emboss it with “Glow in the 
dark” embossing powder.
Die cut the mountains 1x from dark grey and 1x from light grey 
card, work the latter with distress ink. Cut a 4.5 cm high strip 
of brown design paper. Cut a mountainous landscape along one 
side.
Stamp a text with watermark ink and emboss with white 
embossing powder. 
Create a decorative border along the bottom with washi tape.
Adhere all parts to the card.



Extra needed for this card:
Craftables: CR1429 (Brush 
Numbers), CR1551 (Big 
Tag), CR1555 (Art Texture 
Hearts), Stamps+dies set: 
TC0884 (Tiny’s Love Birds), 
Stamping paper, Ink pads: 
Archival jet black en VersaMark 
transparent, Embossing 
powder: gold (Papermania), 
Distress Ink: bundled sage, 
hickory smoke, peeled paint, 
scattered straw, spiced 
marmalade, Mask stencil: 

PS8096 (Tiny’s Hearts), Mask paper, Decoration paper: CA3127 
(silver), Blending tool with foam pad, Heat tool, Hemp cord 
(white), Sequins 

Die cut the big tag and the rectangle from stamping paper.
Stamp the heart onto the rectangle and onto mask paper, cut 
out the mask and adhere to the other stamped heart.
Then work the card with the hearts of the mask stencil and a 
blending tool with distress ink hickory smoke. Work a separate 
piece of card in the same way and die cut the reinforcement 
strip. Die cut the reinforcement ring from white card.
Remove the mask and colour in the heart with distress ink 
bundled sage and peeled paint, leave the flowers white. Stamp 
the text. 
Stamp the pigeons with black ink onto stamping paper and 
colour in with distress ink hickory smoke en spiced marmalade. 
Stamp the wedding rings with transparent ink onto stamping 
paper and work with embossing powder and a heat tool. Colour 
them in with distress ink scattered straw.
Then die cut the pigeons and rings with the dies of the set. Die 
cut the art texture hearts from white card.
Adhere the reinforcement pieces and tie a double hemp cord 
through. Die cut the number from silver-coloured decoration 
paper.
Adhere all parts to the tag and decorate with a few sequins.

Extra needed for this card:
Craftables: CR1434 (Punch 
die-Bows), CR1537 (Slimline 
Frames), CR1555 (Art Texture 
Hearts), Creatables: LR0427 
(Tiny’s Wedding), LR0642 
(Anja’s Flower Corner), LR0721 
(Tiny’s Pigeons), LR0724 (Street 
Lantern), Ink pad VersaMagic 
Clair: morning mist, Colouring 
medium: Zig clean color real 
brush pens: black (010), orange 
(70), vanilla (073), medium 
beige (076), light grey (091), 
pale grey (097), natural grey 
(902), Pretty Papers design 
paper pad: PB7060 (Eline’s 
Honeymoon), Papicolor card 
Original: pearly white (930), 
Decoration paper: CA3127 
(silver), Craft tape: LR0010 
(non-permanent), LR0014 
(double-sided, 10 cm wide)

Cut off 10 cm from an A4-sheet of design paper and fold in half.
Die cut the scalloped Slimline rectangle from white card, place 
the corner stencil on top, adhere with non-permanent craft tape, 
and die cut. Stamp the text.
Die cut and emboss the bridal couple from white card and the 
street lantern from silver-coloured decoration paper.
Die cut white pigeons. 
Before die cutting the stencil with the open hearts adhere 10 cm 
wide double-sided tape behind plain pink design paper, then die 
cut the stencil creating a sticker that can easily be stuck to the 
card.
Colour in the bridal couple and pigeons and draw a grey “street” 
at the bottom of the card.



Cut a white 13.5 x 13.5 cm top-fold card and adhere a 5.5 x 
13.5 cm strip of design paper. 
Die cut the circle with stitches 2x from design paper and 1x from 
white card. Then cut two smaller circles from white card and a 
larger one from plain design paper. 
Stamp the coral, seaweed and fish with Memento ink onto the 
white circles. 
Cut a 2.5 x 5.2 cm white rectangle and stamp a text with 
Versafine onyx black and adhere to a 2.8 x 5.5 cm strip of kraft. 
Die cut the motifs needed from plain design paper and silver-
coloured card. 
Complete the card as per example given.

Cut an 11.5 x 13.5 cm white top-fold card and work the left-
hand side with the mask stencil and Memento summer sky. 
Stamp the text with Versafine onyx black. 
Cut a 4 x 11.5 cm strip from design paper. 
Die cut the motifs needed from different card colours and plain 
design paper. 
Die cut the jar 2x and die cut an aperture in one of them. 
Adhere design paper to the solid pot and use foam tape to 
adhere the jar with aperture on top. 
Complete the card as per example given.

Extra needed for this card: 
Craftables: CR1512 (Bubble), 
CR1513 (Alphabet Journal), 
CR1538 (Slimline banners), 
Stamps+dies sets: EC0190 
(Eline’s In the Sea), EC0191 
(Eline’s Otters), Text stamps: 
CS1086 (Handgeschreven 
Feest), Ink pads Memento: 
gray flannel, summer sky, 
Pretty Papers design paper A4-

pad, double-sided: PB7058 (Eline’s Babies-Little Miracle), Circle 
cutter

Extra needed for this card: 
Creatables: LR0660 (Coral set), 
LR0725 (Jar), Stamps+dies 
set: EC0190 (Eline’s In the 
Sea), Text stamps: CS1086 
(Handgeschreven Feest), Ink 
pad Memento: summer sky, 
teal, Mask stencil: PS8097 
(Tiny’s Surge), Pretty Papers 
design paper pads: PB7058 
(Eline’s Babies-Little Miracle, 
A4, double-sided), PK9163 (Sea 
Sparkle)

Rimmie van de Sande
butterflykisses83.blogspot.com

Materials used for all cards:
Die cut and embossing machine, Ink pad Versafine: onyx black, Card: kraft, turquoise, white, silver, Gel pen: white 

General instructions:
- Die cut the sea animals and otters from white card. Stamp the image in black and colour in with the colouring medium of  
 your choice. For these cards Archival ink jet black and watercolour paint have been used.
- The plain side of the A4-size design paper is great to use for the cards.

Die cut the largest and smallest label from white card and the 
large and small rectangle from design paper. 
Cut a 3.5 x 10 cm strip from printed design paper and a 2 x 6.3 
cm strip from plain design paper, tear off one side of the small 
one. 
Stamp the fish and seaweed onto the label with distress oxide 
ink. 
Die cut the motifs needed from kraft and plain design paper. 
Stamp a text with Versafine onyx black onto the labels cut from 
kraft. Complete the label as per example given.

Extra needed for this card: 
Craftables: CR1551 (Big Tag), 
CR1556 (Art Texture Waves), 
Stamps+dies sets: CS1058 
(Banners by Marleen), EC0190 
(Eline’s In the Sea), EC0191 
(Eline’s Otters), Text stamps: 
CS1069 (Kerstpost by Marleen), 
CS1086 (Handgeschreven Feest), 
Distress Oxide Ink: broken 
China, mermaid lagoon, peacock 
feathers, Ink pad Versafine: 
onyx black, Pretty Papers design 
paper A4 pad, double-sided: 
PK9174 (Springtime), Enamel 
dots: PL4518 (two blue), 
Ribbon, Rope



Extra needed for this card: 
Craftables: CR1537 (Slimline 
Frames), CR1538 (Slimline 
Banners), Creatables: LR0039 
(Shaker Window Rectangle), 
LR0668 (Fruit), LR0722 (Gate 
Folding Jungle), LR0725 (Jar), 
Stamps+dies set: CS1028 
(Mini-Labels-NL), Craft stencil: 
PS8081 (Slimline Dots-A4), 
Distress Ink: kitsch flamingo, 
mowed lawn, picked raspberry, 
twisted citron, Stamping 
ink: VersaMark transparent, 
Embossing powder: white, 
Heat tool, Shaking material

Cut off 10 cm from a velvet A4-sheet and fold in half.
Die cut the largest and the next size stencil from velvet card.
Adhere the large rectangle to the card and work the small one 
with the craft stencil and distress ink. 
Die cut the jungle leaves 2x and then again with the smallest 
Slimline stencil. Work both with distress ink and adhere to the 
card as shown. Die cut the jar from velvet card and work with 
distress ink. Sprinkle water on top and set aside to dry. Use the 
die of the set to die cut a window in the jar. Keep the remaining 
piece of the jar. Die cut the straws and fruit from velvet card and 
work with distress ink.
Cut the straws and adhere the bottom halves to the remaining 
piece of velvet card and the top halves in the top edge of the 
jar. Adhere the remaining piece of the pot to the shaker window.
Use the rectangle that was cut out of the jar to decide where the 
jar should be placed on the card.
Then place shaking material onto it and adhere the jar with 
window neatly on top.
Die cut the label from velvet card and stamp the text with 
transparent ink. First work it with white embossing powder and 
a heat tool and then with distress ink.
Complete the card as per example given.

Extra needed for this card:
Craftables: CR1510 (Long 
Tags), CR1544 (Square 
Backgrounds by Marleen), Text 
stamps: CS1066 (Super-mega-
kei-onwijs-leuk), Creatables: 
LR0641 (Truck), LR0723 
(Bricks), Distress Ink: festive 
berries, ripe persimmon, salty 
ocean, squeezed lemonade, 
twisted citron, Distress Oxide 
Ink: salty ocean, Card: black, 
Cord, Sequins

Extra needed for this card:
Craftables: CR1513 (Alphabet 
Journal), Creatables: LR0723 
(Bricks), Distress Ink: kitsch 
flamingo, picked raspberry, 
salvaged patina, squeezed 
lemonade, tumbled glass, 
twisted citron, Card: black

Cut a 13 x 13 cm single-fold velvet card and adhere a 12.5 x 
12.5 cm velvet card. Cut an 11.5 x 11.5 cm black card. 
Die cut the square background from velvet card and work with 
distress ink. Sprinkle water on top and set aside to dry. Die cut 
the bricks from velvet card and work with distress ink. 
Die cut the complete truck from velvet card; die cut the front a 
second time and work with distress ink. Die cut the tyres from 
black card and assemble the truck.
Stamp and die cut the texts. Adhere the truck with 3D-tape to 
the square background and fill with bricks.
Adhere all parts to the card as per example given and tie cord 
through the label.

Cut an 11 x 15 cm single-fold velvet card and adhere a 10.5 x 
14.5 cm black card. Cut a 9.5 x 13.5 cm velvet card and make 
black splashes, set aside to dry.
Die cut the bricks from velvet card and work with different 
colours of distress ink. Die cut the letters from black card.
Adhere all parts to the card as per example given and complete 
the card with a heart.

Rianne Smal
instagram.com/smalrianne
 
Materials used for all cards:
Die cut and embossing machine, Velvet card: white



Extra needed for this card:
Craftables: CR1478 (Poinsettia 
by Marleen), CR1510 (Long 
Tags), CR1551 (Big Tag), 
CR1557 (Square & Stars), 
Creatables: LR0683 (Pine 
Branch set), Ink pad: 
VersaMark transparent, 
Embossing powder: Ink3 Artic 
white, Decoupage sheet: 
EWK1287 (Winter Wishes 
Squirrel), Card: light green, 
dark green, Christmas red, 

Glitter card: CA3144 (platinum), Adhesive flat-backed pearl: 
CA3133 (off white), Heat tool, Shaker window: LR0024 (square), 
Wax cord

Fold a piece of white card in half, place the largest tag on top 
with the top sticking out at the fold, to keep the fold intact.
Die cut the rectangle from green design paper and adhere to 9.6 
x 12.6 cm red design paper.
Die cut the starry square together with the small square from 
white card to create an aperture.
Lay the shaker window with the convex side on the table, adhere 
double-sided tape along the edges and place shaker snow into 
the window. Adhere the picture, face down, to the window. Then 
adhere double-sided tape to the edges of the square and adhere 
around the window.
Die cut the square from platinum glitter card too, cut out the 
stars and adhere them to the white frame.
Die cut dark green twigs, light green holly leaves and a 
Christmas red poinsettia. Add a pearl to the flower’s centre.
Die cut the lantern pole from kraft and adhere yellow paper 
behind the windows. Complete the card with a large banner, 
cut off at 5.5 cm. Stamp a transparent text and work with 
embossing powder and heat tool. Tie wax cord through the tag.

Tineke van der Linden
tinekeskaartenhoekje.blogspot.nl 
 
Materials used for both cards:  
Creatables: LR0724 (Street Lantern), Die cut and embossing machine, Text stamps: CS1068 (Gezegende Kerst), Card: white, kraft, 
yellow, Pretty Papers design paper pad: PK9171 (Brocante Christmas), Shaker snow: LR0028, Snowtex

General instructions:
Work the green leaves, trees and lantern poles with Snowtex.

Extra needed for this card:
Craftables: CR1436 (Ribbon 
Rectangle), Creatables: LR0539 
(Petra’s Amaryllis), LR0556 
(Forest Trees), LR0615 (Tiny’s 
Deer), LR0675 (Holly Leaves), 
Stamping ink Inkon3: Blackout 
Hybrid Detail, Decoupage 

sheet: EWK1286 (Winter Wishes Fox), Card: dark red, light green, 
green, ice blue, Snow paper: CA3104, Vellum, Enamel dots: 
PL4515 (snow & ice), Nuvo dream drops: cloud, Paper distresser, 
Ribbon, Shaker window: LR0039 (rectangle)

Cut a 16.5 x 13 cm dark red top-fold card and adhere a 15.5 x 
12 cm white card. Cut 15 x 11.5 cm design paper and work the 
edges with a paper distresser. Stamp a text. Die cut the ribbon 
rectangle together with the smallest rectangle to create an 
aperture. Thread the ribbon through. Place the shaker window 
with the convex side on the table, adhere double-sided tape 
along the edges and put shaker material in the window. Then 
adhere the picture, face down, to the window.
Adhere double-sided tape along the edges of the rectangle and 
adhere it to the window. Die cut green holly leaves, an ice blue 
amaryllis and dark red berries. Work the berries with Nuvo dream 
drops and add an enamel dot to the amaryllis. 
Die cut a dark red lantern pole, glue vellum behind the windows 
and then yellow paper. Die cut the trees from green card and the 
deer from kraft, place them on a torn piece of snow paper. 



Extra needed for this card: 
Craftables: CR1538 (Slimline 
Banners), Creatables: 
LR0541 (Palm Trees), 
LR0542 (Suitcase), LR0718 
(Hammock), Mask stencil: 
PS8097 (Slimline Travel)

Extra needed for this card:
Collectables: COL1451 (Mini-
Village), CR1537 (Slimline 
Frames), Creatables: LR0523 
(Key Ring), Stamps+dies set: 
CS1028 (Mini-Labels-NL), Mask 
stencil: PS8098 (Slimline City)

Cut an 18.9 x 7.7 cm rectangle from stamping paper and work 
with distress oxide ink speckled egg. Spray with water and set 
aside to dry. Use the mask stencil and distress oxide ink antique 
linen to create planes and their flight paths on the background. 
Create the mountains in the centre with distress oxide ink 
speckled egg. 
Die cut a light pink scalloped rectangle and a blue 19.7 x  
8.7 one. Adhere to a 20.8 x 9.7 cm pearly white single-fold card.
Die cut two scalloped circles from pearly white card.
Cut two 6 cm Ø circles from stamping paper and work with 
distress oxide ink antique linen en speckled egg. Spray with 
water and set aside to dry. Create planes, their flight paths and 
mountains using the mask stencil and distress oxide ink speckled 
egg.
Die cut the hammock, suitcases, palm trees and planes from 
stamping paper. Colour them in with different colours of distress 
ink and distress oxide ink. Adhere to the card with 3D-glue. 
Complete the card with a text and a few die-cut planes.

Cut a 19 x 7.8 cm rectangle from stamping paper. Colour in with 
distress oxide ink antique linen and speckled egg. Spray with 
water and set aside to dry. Create a map with the mask stencil 
and distress oxide ink speckled egg. Cut a 19 x 1.5 cm strip 
from stamping paper and colour in with distress ink ground 
expresso. Spray with water and set aside to dry. Create a map 
using the mask stencil and distress ink ground espresso. Die cut 
a light pink rectangle with stitches. Cut a 20 x 8.8 cm light blue 
rectangle. Adhere all layers to a 21 x 9.8 cm pearly white single-
fold card. Die cut the houses and trees from stamping paper. Use 
four layers per house. Colour them in with the different colours 
of distress ink and distress oxide ink. Make 3D-houses and 
adhere them to the card as per example given.
Die cut a light pink large scalloped “stamp” from light pink. 
Cut a 5.2 x 7 cm rectangle from stamping paper. Colour in with 
distress ink ground expresso and spray with water. Set aside to 
dry. Then create a map with distress ink ground expresso. 
Die cut the smaller rectangle with stitches from stamping paper. 
Colour in with distress oxide ink antique linen and speckled egg. 
Spray with water and set aside to dry. Use the same colours to 
create another map. Adhere the layers together and onto the 
card. Die cut the house, key ring and keys from stamping paper 
and colour in with distress ink en distress oxide ink. 
Adhere as per example given and complete with a text and a few 
die-cut planes.

Sigrid Klingenberg
sigridklingenberg.blogspot.nl
 
Materials used for both cards:
Craftables: CR1471 (Punch die-Aviation), Stamps+dies set: CS1060 (Text Messages), Die cut and embossing machine, Distress Ink: 
ground espresso, peeled paint, spun sugar (Ranger), Distress Oxide Ink: antique linen, speckled egg (Ranger), Stamping paper: 
white, Ink pad: black, Papicolor card: light pink, (923), pearly white (930), Card: light blue, Craft sheet, Heat tool, Materials to 
apply ink: daubers, sponges etc. 
 
General instructions 
Apply the distress ink and distress oxide ink with circular movement onto the stamping paper.


